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Peter writes,
The trail that runs behind our house leads to a walking bridge
over Wolastuq, the St. John River. It's a long bridge, big river,
and I was walking along the bridge when I saw two young men
walking toward me: black suits, white shirts, slim ties,
scrubbed faces, short hair, plastic name tags on the lapel. As
they drew near, I greeted them, “Mormons!"

“That’s right,” the taller one said. We all laughed.
I asked, “Where are you from?” “Las Vegas.”
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I thought he was kidding. Somehow, I couldn't match tarted-up
casinos with this perfectly scrubbed earnest young man. He
seemed to me a type of Nathaniel whom Jesus described as "a
true Israelite in whom there is no guile." We talked a while,
the weather in Canada and what not. Having exhausted the
usual pleasantries I could see that he was struggling to keep the
conversation going. Clearly, he had more to talk about than the
weather. I could see him casting about in his mind for
something to say. After a long moment of silence he said,

"Can I come to your place and share the gospel with you?"
I thanked him for the offer and told him that no, I had promises to keep and miles to go. I didn’t want
to be drawn into his world. Another silence. More interior casting about. Then he said,
"Well, do you know anybody I could share the gospel with? It means everything to me.”
All at once my mind did step directly into his world. A door had opened when I heard him say, “It
means everything to me.” It wasn’t a door into the world of the Mormon Missionaries of Las Vegas.
It was a door into our United Church world here in Fredericton. I remembered how I have heard you,
in your Christian life, say the same thing in your own way and in the voice of your own
commitments: “It means everything to me.” The church, for all its shortcomings, represents
something essential in us, something that means everything to us. Meanwhile we find ourselves in
these new days when the long-awaited vaccines are beginning to arrive by the tens of thousands. We
are daring to anticipate a slow emergence from the pandemic. The society we live in is crossing the
bridge and stepping onto the shore of the post-pandemic world. We are accepting that the church
won’t be returning to the way we were. At the same time, we don’t quite know how to go ahead. The
future of the United Churches in Fredericton is opening into God alone knows what.
It seems to me foolish, if not outright obstinate to take up our life in this emerging society without
knowing what it is, and who it is, that means everything to us.
Therefore, after Easter we will be convening a conversation among United Church congregations in
Fredericton. We think the time is right to do together what we cannot do alone. We believe the
moment has arrived when we must identify and be made new by what means everything to us.
As with that unlikely angel from Las Vegas, we have more to talk about than the weather.

Ellen writes,
Reverend Ellen Beairsto

We stood at the edge of the frozen lake and
watched as another jet’s vapor trail appeared
in the beautiful blue sky. We wondered
where that plane was going. Where would it
touch down? We spoke briefly of where we
would like to go when the restrictions are
lifted, and travel is safe.
Many many Newsletters ago, we shared
some of the adventures that our youth and
young adults had experienced in pre-covid
times. At the time, we would never have
imagined how the world would change. Their
dreams and all our dreams came to a standstill but not for ever.
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Dan on the Appalachian Trail

Madeline on the high
sand dunes in Namibia
Madeline at Victoria Falls

So, in the meantime, we are going to travel together– first across Canada and then who knows
– maybe around the world. Everyone of all ages
is invited to join us on our travels. How? Well,
we will start on Saturday and your mode of
travel can be by bike, by skis, by foot – swimming, skating, running, or walking. In time we
might see a little canoeing and kayaking. It can
be a short distance or a long distance but together the kms will accumulate. Crazy? Maybe but
read on.

Sally snow shoeing

Let’s say, you walk your dog each day! Calculate roughly the distance you might be traveling
and mark it on your calendar. Every now and
then email me or call and let me know your
distance travelled. There will be a map of the
world at the church, and you will be able to see
our accomplishments. We will also keep you up
to date via our Newsletter. We are going to
begin heading off to Ottawa (700 km in a
straight line) and who knows after that! This is
not a competition but a ‘together thing’.
Together great things can happen. We know our
past but where we travel in the future is unknown, but we do not travel alone. So, join in
the fun. Send us a picture every now and then.
Any questions just drop me a line.
Ellen (ellen.beairsto2@gmail.com) 206-1943

Elias ready for hockey

Carolyn snow shoeing

Ida cross country skiing

Pearl telemarking

Margaret and Brian
walking the bridge

Rick ready for soccer

Karl on his bicycle

Judy snow shoeing
Evelyn and Winnie ready
to down hill ski
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